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Alkylamide Chains†

Takashi Takeda and Tomoyuki Akutagawa

The polypeptide chain is an important structural unit that forms the secondary structure of proteins via intermolecular 

amide-type ./0111#2 hydrogen bonds. In contrast, alkylamide chains 4/�#.0�nH2n+1) are interesting structural units in 

which an amide group with a dipole moment and an alkyl chain with high conformational freedom coexist, which have been 

used to form characteristic molecular assembly structures such as liquid crystals, gels, and supramolecular polymers. One-

dimensional chains based on intermolecular ./0111#2 hydrogen-bonding interaction form these molecular assemblies. In 

the liquid crystal, an electric field – polarization hysteresis curve was observed for alkylamide-substituted benzene 

derivatives. A molecular design based on the combination of the alkylamide chain, which is the origin of ferroelectricity, and 

the functional :-�
������ framework enables the coexistence of ferroelectricity with luminescence, high thermal stability, 

photoresponse, and current switching properties, and the fabrication of multifunctional molecular materials. The 

introduction of chiral alkylamide chains is also effective in controlling unidirectional dipole inversion and low coercive 

electric fields for low-energy-consumption memory devices. Alkylamide chains in molecular assemblies are useful for the 

development and control of the physical properties of organic ferroelectrics that realize the rotational dynamics of polar 

amide groups coupled with the melting of alkyl chains in the liquid crystal and solid states.

1. Introduction

The polypeptide chain formed by the condensation of amino 

acids is an important structural unit that forms secondary protein 

structures such as �-helix and �-sheet structures with the aid of 

intermolecular amide-type �������� hydrogen-bonding 

interaction.1,2 Intermolecular �������� hydrogen bonds of 

polar amide groups %�&����' allow the assembly of 

polypeptide chains which accumulate and form molecular 

assemblies by the addition of external energy such as heat. The 

intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interaction of amide groups 

have been used in biological molecular assembly structures in 

vivo because the energy scale of the bond formation and 

dissociation processes can be controlled at approximately room 

temperature. Therefore, intermolecular hydrogen bonds between 

amide groups can be utilized as an important structural unit not 

only for biomolecules but also for the formation of molecular 

assembly structures of low-molecular-weight compounds.3–9 

Alkylamide chains %�&���&nH2n+1) with hydrophobic alkyl 

groups and polar amide groups are the characteristic structural 

units in the formation of functional molecular assemblies using 

intermolecular amide-type �������� hydrogen bonds. 

Alkylamide groups are not effective in controlling the electronic 

structure because their introduction insufficiently changes the 

highest occupied or lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(HOMO or LUMO) levels of the substituted 2����
��� system. 

However, they are important structural units for the formation of 

organogels and liquid crystal phases, especially in the fabrication 

of one-dimensional (1D) molecular assemblies. For instance, a 

discotic columnar liquid crystal phase has been observed in 

alkylamide-substituted benzene derivatives. Discotic hexagonal 

columnar (Colh) liquid crystals formed by disc-shaped 

hydrophobic molecules were first reported by Chandrasekhar in 

1977, in which the Colh liquid crystal phase was observed within 

a narrow temperature range of 6, 7�8* 9:& in benzene-

derivative bearing hexa –COOC8H17 groups. An intermediate 

mesophase with a molecular aggregate structure is different from 

a typical calamitic liquid crystal phase exhibited by rod-shaped 

molecules.10 The 1D stacking columns of the benzene �-core 

accompanied by the melting of six lateral alkyl ester chains are 

arranged in a hexagonal lattice to form a Colh liquid crystal 

phase.11 The very narrow temperature range of the Colh liquid 

crystal phase of hexa(alkyl ester)-substituted benzene 

derivatives is due to weak intermolecular interactions. To 

overcome this problem, an extended 2��	�
�� of the central �-

core from benzene to hexaphenylbenzene or triphenylene has 

been used to stabilize the thermal properties of the Colh phase.11-

13 

A chemical design to significantly improve the thermal 

stability of the Colh liquid crystal phase was reported in 1986 by 

Matsunaga (January 2, 1929–April 2, 2022). N,N',N''-Trialkyl-

1,3,5-benzenetricarboxamide (3BC) derivatives, in which three 

alkylamide groups %�&���&nH2n+1) are introduced at the 1, 3, 

5-positions of benzene, have been used to form thermally stable 
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alkylamide-substituted benzene derivatives; we investigated the 

relationship between chemical structures and physical properties 

(Fig. 2a).66 Fixed-length alkylamide chains of �&���&14H29 

are introduced into various substituted positions of benzene and 

the molecular assembly structure and ferroelectricity of each 

derivative are investigated. With the exception of the para-

substituted benzene derivative of C14-2BC (C14-TPA), tri-

chain C14-3BC, tetra-chain C14-4BC, penta-chain C14-5BC, 

and hexa-chain C14-6BC derivatives with three to six 

alkylamide chains form a Colh liquid crystal phase with 

increasing temperature, and effective intermolecular �������� 

hydrogen-bonding interactions are observed in the formation of 

a 1D columnar structure. Spin-coated films of C14-3BC, C14-

4BC, C14-5BC, and C14-6BC on mica substrates show the 

formation of a higher-order molecular assembly structure with 

spiderweb-like nanowire molecular aggregates with a diameter 

of ~20 nm and a height of 2 nm (Fig. 2b). The occupation density 

of the web-like fiber structure on the substrate surface increases 

with the number of alkylamide chains, and the occupation of the 

fiber network on the substrate surface structure increases in the 

order of C14-6BC > 14-5BC > C14-4BC > C14-3BC. The 

number of amide units involved in intermolecular hydrogen-

bonding interaction plays an important role in the formation and 

strength of molecular assembly structures. Furthermore, C14-

3BC, C14-4BC, C14-5BC, and C14-6BC form organogels in 

various organic solvents such as toluene, chloroform, and 

ethanol, confirming the existence of 1D fibrous molecular 

assembly structures through intermolecular �������� 

hydrogen-bonding interaction.

Benzene derivatives of C14-3BC, C14-4BC, C14-5BC, and 

C14-6BC with three or more �&���&14H29 chains exhibited 

the Colh liquid crystal phase; however, ferroelectricity was 

observed only in C14-3BC and C14-5BC (Fig. 3a). The 

ferroelectricity of the two-chain system C14-2BC (C14-TPA) is 

discussed in a later section. Interestingly, ferroelectricity was not 

observed in C14-4BC or C14-6BC with high molecular 

symmetry, indicating that the molecular structure was correlated 

with the appearance of ferroelectricity. Ferroelectricity was 

confirmed by observing the P-E hysteresis curves using liquid 

crystal electrode cells with micrometer gaps, and hysteresis was 

observed in the Colh liquid crystal phase for C14-3BC and C14-

5BC (Fig. 3a). The presence of leakage current may obscure the 

P-E hysteresis curve, while the appearance of a butterfly-shaped 

curve in the dP/dE - E plot confirms the presence of Pr and Et 

values (upper in Fig. 3a). Differences in the T- and f-dependent 

dielectric constants were observed between the ferroelectric 

C14-3BC (C14-5BC) and antiferroelectric C14-4BC (C14-

6BC). In the latter molecular system, the f-response of the real 

part of dielectric constant �1 had a small magnitude without 

drastic dielectric enhancement (Fig. 3c). The motional freedom 

of the polar amide units responsible for E is a different 

environment for the two systems. The polar amide groups of 

ferroelectric C14-3BC and C14-5BC are sufficiently 

responsible for the application of E, whereas the degrees of 

motional freedom for non-ferroelectric C14-4BC and C14-6BC 

are considered to be low. The more symmetrical C14-4BC and 

C14-6BC molecules allow the formation of effective intra- and 

inter-molecular �������� hydrogen-bonded 1D columns (Fig. 

3d), reducing the degree of motional freedom of the polar 

structural units relative to the application of E. The introduction 

of an alkylamide chain at the nearest neighboring-adjacent 

position of benzene results in the formation of an effective 

intramolecular hydrogen-bonding structure, and steric hindrance 

prevents the dipole inversion of the amide group. The broken 

molecular symmetry of the lower-symmetry C14-5BC does not 

contribute to the intramolecular hydrogen-bonding interaction, 

and remains a frustrated hydrogen-bonding unit. As a result, a 

macroscopic dipole moment was observed in the dipole 

inversion phenomena. The study of the various substitution 

positions and number of alkylamide chains for the benzene �-

core clarified the requirements for the molecular structural 

condition for the presence of ferroelectricity and enabled further 

molecular design to realize multifunctional molecular materials.

Fig. 3. Dielectric properties of �&���&14H29 substituted benzene derivatives. a) 
T-dependent P-E curves at f = 1.0 Hz and derivative of polarization values 
(dP/dE'�E plots for C14-5BC. b, c) T- and f-dependent real part dielectric constants 
(�1) of b) C14-5BC and c) C14-4BC with the solid-Colh liquid crystal phase 
transition behaviour based on the DSC charts. d) Intramolecular �������� 
hydrogen-bonding structure of C14-4BC. Adapted with permission from ref. 66. 
Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

3�Extension of �-electronic system to design 

additional functions

A wide variety of �-molecules are candidates for the introduction 

of alkylamide chains into 2����
���� systems. For example, 

excellent luminescent pyrene, porphyrins with characteristic 

absorption bands, and azobenzene with photoisomerization 
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reactions are candidates for the fabrication of multifunctional 

ferroelectrics. First, we investigated the liquid crystallinity and 

ferroelectricity of the pyrene derivative (4Py), in which four 

alkylamide chains %�&���&14H29) were introduced into the 

fluorescent �-core, which is known to exhibit excellent optical 

properties (Fig. 4a).67 4Py formed a Colh liquid crystal phase at 

T-range of #,>�7>; K from polarized optical microscope 

(POM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) measurements and organogels with green and 

fluorescent response in toluene and chloroform (Fig. 4b). The 

concentration-dependent absorption-emission spectra in 

chloroform showed a change from monomer (blue) to excimer 

(green) emission with increasing concentration similar to pyrene 

(Fig. 4c). Interestingly, conversion from monomer to excimer 

emission was observed at a low concentration of 10�9 M, three 

orders of magnitude lower than that of unsubstituted pyrene. 4Py 

molecules form stable 1D molecular assemblies with the aid of 

intermolecular �������� hydrogen-bonding interaction at 

concentrations as low as 10�9 M in chloroform.

Fig. 4. Alkylamide-substituted pyrene derivative of 4Py. a) Molecular structure of 
4Py. b) Photographs of organogels formed by 4Py in chloroform under normal light 
(left) and UV irradiation (right). c) Concentration-dependent absorption (left scale) 
and emission spectra (right scale) of 4Py in chloroform. Adapted with permission 
from ref. 67. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

The T- and f-dependent real part of dielectric constant �1 

shows a slight anomaly near the phase transition temperature 

from the solid to the Colh liquid crystal phase. In general, an �1 

peak accompanying the transition to ferroelectricity has been 

observed in bulk ferroelectrics, whereas such behaviour has not 

been observed in the phase transition to the isotropic liquid state 

(Fig. 5a). The P-E curve of the Colh liquid crystalline phase at 

390 K for the measurement f-range of 0.1–1.0 Hz shows 

hysteresis behaviour by dipole inversion, indicating the presence 

of ferroelectricity in the Colh liquid crystal phase similar to that 

of C14-3BC. The remanent polarization (Pr) and coercive 

electric field (Et) at 490 K for f = 1.0 Hz are 1.0 N& cm�# and 1.5 

V N��!, respectively (Fig. 5b). 

Fig. 5. Electrical properties of 4Py. a) T- and f-dependent real part of dielectric 
constant �1. b) f-dependent P-E curve at 490 K. c) I-V characteristics after 
orientation of ferroelectric polarization. Blue and red curves are measured after 
orientation of polarization by application of +10 V and �!; V pulse voltage. 
Adapted with permission from ref. 67. Copyright 2015 American Chemical 
Society.

The introduction of the �&���&14H29 chain into the pyrene �-

core allowed the formation of a ferroelectric response with 

additional fluorescent properties. Interestingly, 4Py exhibited a 

current-switching phenomenon that depended on the 

ferroelectric polarization history. When the current-voltage (I-V) 

characteristics were measured after the ferroelectric polarization 

was aligned in the positive direction by applying a +10 V pulse 

voltage, the linear I-V characteristics according to Ohm's law 

were shifted to the positive current direction (Fig. 5c). This is 

because of the ferroelectric polarization that generates an internal 

voltage Eloc at V = 0 V. Since the current zero voltage was 

observed at �; 9 V, the Eloc value in 4Py ferroelectric molecular 

assembly was estimated to be ~0.6 V. Furthermore, when a pulse 

voltage of �!; V was applied in the opposite direction to align 

the ferroelectric polarization direction to the negative direction, 

the I-V characteristic with a bias in the negative current direction 

was confirmed. Thus, a current-switching phenomenon of the I-

V characteristics was observed in the P-E hysteresis of the 

ferroelectric polarization. Despite the simple pyrene derivative, 

the introduction of alkylamide chains has revealed a wide variety 

of molecular assembly structures and physical properties, 

including ferroelectricity, fluorescence properties, current 

C14H29HNOC CONHC14H29

CONHC14H29C14H29HNOC
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switching phenomena, nanowires, liquid crystallinity, organogel 

formation, and low-concentration excimer emission.

Based on the ferroelectricity of 4Py, we synthesized a 

porphyrin derivative of 4Por with four �&���&14H29 chains for 

the tetrabenzoporphyrin �-core and attempted to study its 

molecular assembly structure, phase transition behaviour, and 

ferroelectricity (Fig. 6a).68 Because of the expansion of the 2�

electron core, the formation of a discotic columnar liquid crystal 

phase was confirmed in a wide T-range of 444–564 K (Fig. 6b), 

which was assigned to a discotic rectangular columnar (Colr) 

liquid crystal phase from T-variable XRD patterns. Typical 

optical absorptions of Soret-band at 420 nm and Q-bands at 516, 

551, 591, and 646 nm, characteristic of the porphyrin �-core, 

were observed. The T- and f-dependent real part of dielectric 

constant �1 showed an increase in response to the low-f condition 

in the T-range above 460 K, similar to benzene derivatives such 

as C14-3BC, indicating that the thermal motion of the polar 

amide-type �������� hydrogen bonds is activated in the Colr 

liquid crystal phase. The P-E curve at 503 K showed a hysteresis 

behaviour of ferroelectrics, with Pr and Et values of ~1 N& cm�# 

and 1 V N��! at f = 0.1 Hz, respectively (Fig. 6c). The 

observation of ferroelectric hysteresis in thermally stable 4Por 

even in the high-T region above 500 K suggests the design of 

nonvolatile memory that can operate under high-T conditions.

Fig. 6. Liquid crystallinity and ferroelectricity of 4Por. a) Molecular structure of 
4Por and b) phase transition behaviour based on DSC charts. c) f-dependent P-E 
hysteresis curve at 510 K. Adapted with permission from ref. 68. Copyright 2019 
American Chemical Society.

We focused on azobenzene (Az) derivatives known for photo-

induced cis-trans isomerization system, synthesizing three 

molecules with �&���&10H21 chains (Az-1, Az-2, and Az-3) 

and investigating their liquid crystalline properties, molecular 

assembly structures, and ferroelectric properties (Fig. 7a).69 Az 

derivatives with rod-shaped molecular structures are considered 

to form a calamitic liquid crystal phase rather than a columnar 

one. The three Az derivatives – Az-1 having only one 

�&���&10H21 chain, Az-2 having a decyl chain %�&10H21) and 

a �&���&10H21 chain, and Az-3 having two �&���&10H21 

chains – were designed to compare their molecular assembly and 

ferroelectricity. The Az-2 and Az-3 derivatives showed 

ferroelectric P-E hysteresis behaviour.

Fig. 7. Alkylamide-substituted azobenzene derivatives. a) Molecular structures of 
Az-1, Az-2, and Az-3 and b) trans-to-cis isomerization of Az-3 in DMF by 
photoirradiation (365 nm). c) DSC curves and phase transition behaviour of Az-1, 
Az-2, and Az-3. d) Unit cell viewed along the b-axis and e) double 1D �������� 
hydrogen-bonding chains determined by single-crystal X-ray structural analysis of 
Az-3 derivative with �&4H9 chains (CCDC-2084963 and 2084964). Adapted with 
permission from ref. 69. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.

The cis-trans isomerization of these Az derivatives was 

examined by photoirradiation at 365 nm in the solution phase, 

and it was confirmed that the trans-cis isomerization reaction 

occurred in 80% yield in dimethylformamide (DMF) after ~1 

min of photoirradiation (Fig. 7b). Phase transition behaviour 

based on DSC charts revealed only the solid-solid phase 

transition for Az-1 and Az-2, while solid-M1 and M1-M2 phase 

transitions were observed for Az-3, indicating the existence of 

intermediate liquid crystal M1 and M2 phases (Fig. 7c). Az-3 

with two decylamide chains indicates two different liquid 

crystalline phases, M1 and M2, as T increases. T-variable powder 

XRD measurements confirmed the formation of lamellar-type 

liquid crystal phases of M1 and M2, in which double 1D 

�������� intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interactions at two 

�&���&10H21 chains connected each rod-like molecule. Single-

crystal X-ray structure analysis of Az-3 derivative with butyl 

chains confirmed the formation of double 1D �������� 

intermolecular hydrogen bonds between the two terminal 

alkylamide chains at Az-3 (Figs. 7d, e). The formation of a 

similar molecular assembly structure was also confirmed in Az-

3, suggesting that the two �&���&10H21 chains were thermally 

melted upon increasing T in the liquid crystalline phase. The 
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Hel and rac-Hel form 1D and 2D molecular assemblies, 

respectively.

The T- and f-dependent real part of dielectric constant �1 was 

evaluated using rac-Hel, which exhibited a lamellar liquid 

crystal phase, and a sharp �1 increase in the low-f region was 

observed as the T increased after phase transition to the liquid 

crystal phase (Fig. 10a). The P-E curves were measured in the T-

range of *7*�7#* K, and the P-E hysteresis behaviour was 

confirmed in the T-range where the �1 enhancement at low-f was 

significant (Fig. 10b). Pr and Et values of rac-Hel at f = 0.5 Hz 

are 2.5 N& cm�# and 22 V N��!, respectively, which are larger 

than these values for C14-3BC and 4Py. The formation of 2D 

intermolecular amide-type �������� hydrogen bonds increases 

the outer energy required for polarization inversion, resulting in 

a larger value of Et. Furthermore, unlike 1D assembly structures, 

polarization domains can be aligned in 2D structures without any 

poling treatment, which may be related to the enhancement of Pr 

value. Controlling the dimensionality of intermolecular 

hydrogen-bonding structures is an effective chemical technique 

for designing ferroelectric parameters such as Pr and Et values.

Fig. 10. Dielectric and ferroelectric behaviour of rac-Hel. a) T- and f-dependent real 
part of dielectric constant �1 and b) T-dependent P-E curves at f = 0.5 Hz. Adapted 
with permission from ref. 70. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

4�Formation of mixed crystals and control of 

ferroelectric property

The physical properties of liquid-crystalline ferroelectrics are 

significantly affected by the formation of mixed crystals. In 

general, the same type of liquid crystalline phase can be mixed, 

and this phenomenon has been utilized to identify unknown 

liquid crystalline phases. While the formation of a mixture in the 

solid state is known to be limited by the same space groups and 

molecular geometries, the formation of a mixture is relatively 

easy in the liquid crystalline phase. We have previously reported 

that ferroelectric C14-3BC and antiferroelectric C14-4BC can 

form the same Colh liquid crystal phase.71 The molecular 

assembly structure and ferroelectricity change when ferroelectric 

C14-3BC and antiferroelectric C14-4BC are mixed together 

(Fig. 11a).57 The doping of antiferroelectric C14-4BC into a 1D 

column of ferroelectric C14-3BC is expected to have a 

significant effect on the ferroelectric properties originating from 

�������� hydrogen bonding inversion. 

Fig. 11. Control of ferroelectric properties by the formation of mixed crystal (C14-
3BC)1-x(C14-4BC)x of ferroelectric C14-3BC and antiferroelectric C14-4BC. a) 
Schematic of mixed state of C14-3BC (red) and C14-4BC (blue). b) P-E hysteresis 
curve for mixing rate x at f = 0.5 Hz and T = 348 K. c) x-dependent Pr value and 
abrupt drop from ferroelectric to paraelectric states. Adapted with permission from 
ref. 71. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

The C14-3BC and C14-4BC molecules may be randomly mixed 

in a 1D column; each C14-3BC and C14-4BC column may be 

separated in a domain or may be mixed. When antiferroelectric 

C14-4BC was randomly mixed into the ferroelectric C14-3BC 

column, one C14-4BC molecule was introduced into 100 

molecules of C14-3BC for a 1% doping ratio and ten C14-4BC 

molecules were introduced into 100 molecules of C14-3BC for 

a 10% doping ratio. When more than 10% C14-4BC was doped 

into C14-3BC, low-angle (100) reflection peaks of the Colh 

phases of C14-3BC and C14-4BC were observed independently, 

indicating a domain separation state. Therefore, C14-3BC and 

C14-4BC cannot freely mix with each other. In contrast, when 

the doping ratio of C14-4BC was lower than 10%, the domain 

structure of C14-3BC was retained, and the antiferroelectric 

C14-4BC was randomly introduced into the ferroelectric C14-

3BC 1D column. We studied the effect of C14-4BC doping on 

the ferroelectricity of C14-3BC columns at low C14-4BC 

doping rates of less than 10%. As the doping rate of C14-4BC 

relative to C14-3BC increased from 0 to 10%, the T- and f-

dependent dielectric response �1 under the low-f condition was 

gradually suppressed in the presence of C14-4BC. Polarization 

inversion of the amide group of C14-3BC was restricted by the 

presence of C14-4BC. Therefore, antiferroelectric C14-4BC 

acted as a pinning potential for the polarization inversion of the 
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(SEM) images of the organogels formed by (S)-3BC show the 

formation of a helical, higher-order molecular assembly structure 

(Fig. 13b). This corresponds to a helical arrangement of the 

benzene �-core in the 1D stack via intermolecular �������� 

hydrogen bonds due to the introduction of chiral alkyl chains. 

The T- and f-dependent real part of dielectric constant �1 of (S)-

3BC is similar to that of C14-3BC; however, f-dependent 

dielectric peak is characteristic of Debye-type relaxation in the 

phase transition temperature from the solid to the Colh liquid 

crystal phase, a behaviour not observed in the achiral system 

(Fig. 13c). 

Fig. 13. Dielectric and ferroelectric behaviours of chiral and achiral 3BC 
derivatives. a) Molecular structure of C14-3BC, (S)-3BC, and (R)-3BC. b) SEM 
images of helical molecular assemblies on HOPG substrate surface (upper scale bar 
= 10 �m. lower scale bar = 5 �m). c) T- and f-dependent real part of dielectric 
constant �1 of (S)-3BC. d) T-dependent P-E hysteresis curve of (S)-3BC at f = 0.1 
Hz. e) T-dependent P-E hysteresis curve of rac-3BC at f = 5.0 Hz. Reproduced 
from ref. 74 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

In the phase transition from the solid to the Colh liquid crystal 

phase, the thermally activated motional freedom associated with 

the melting of chiral alkyl chains with dipole moments is excited 

in the Debye-type relaxation. On heating (S)-3BC in the Colh 

liquid crystal phase, a significant �1 increase was observed at the 

low-f condition, indicating that the motional freedom of the polar 

amide groups is thermally activated. Interestingly, a large 

difference between C14-3BC and (S)-3BC was observed in the 

measurement of P-E curves. The Pr and Et values of (S)-3BC at 

393 K and f = 0.5 Hz are 4.5 �C cm�# and 1.7 V �m�!, 

respectively (Fig. 13d), which are 5.5 times higher and 15 times 

smaller than the respective Pr and Et values for C14-3BC. The 

chiral molecular assembly of (S)-3BC can achieve low energy 

switching by macroscopic polarization inversion, corresponding 

to the fact that the inversion energy of the intermolecular 

�������� hydrogen bond is reduced to about 1/10 by the 

introduction of the chiral side chain. The origin of the large 

difference in Et values between (S)-3BC and C14-3BC was 

evaluated from the T-dependent asymmetrical ��� stretching 

vibration mode, which is an index of the strength of 

intermolecular �������� hydrogen-bonding interaction. There 

was no significant difference in the strength of the hydrogen-

bonding interactions between (S)-3BC and C14-3BC. In 

contrast, because (S)-3BC and C14-3BC have different alkyl 

chain lengths, it is necessary to directly compare (S)-3BC and 

rac-3BC, which were obtained by a 1:1 mixture of R-3BC and 

S-3BC.

6�Uni-directional rotation in ferroelectric 

liquid crystal phase

The (S)- and (R)-3,7-dimethyloctylamide chains were used as 

chiral structural units introduced into 3BC derivatives, and (S)-

3BC and (R)-3BC molecules with the same side chain lengths 

were synthesized to compare the molecular assemblies and 

ferroelectricity. Because (S)-3BC, (R)-3BC, and rac-3BC have 

equivalent alkyl chain lengths and molecular weights, the 

chirality effect can be discussed by comparing their phase 

transition behaviour and molecular assembly structures (Fig. 

13a).75 In fact, (R)-3BC, (S)-3BC, and rac-3BC show similar 

phase transition behaviour in DSC charts, and the formation of 

the Colh liquid crystal phase is also confirmed by T-variable 

XRD measurements. In contrast, there are two possible mixing 

modes of rac-3BC. Each (R)-3BC or (S)-3BC forms 

independent 1D columns, while (R)-3BC and (S)-3BC are 

alternately arranged in a 1D column to form an �R�S�R�S�R� 

array in a 1D columnar structure (Fig. 14a). The XRD patterns 

of these two mixed states in the Colh liquid crystal phase show a 

slight difference in the low-angle (100) reflection peaks of the 

Colh liquid crystal phase between (R)-3BC and rac-3BC. 

Therefore, the columnar structure in which (R)-3BC and (S)-

3BC are alternately stacked in a 1D column is a plausible 1D 

arrangement. Next, we measured the T- and f-dependent real part 

of dielectric constant �1 of (R)-3BC and rac-3BC and observed 

marked low-f enhancement with increasing T after the phase 

transition to the Colh liquid crystal phase. The measurement of 

the P-E curve at 343 K in the Colh liquid crystal phase shows Et 

value of about 1.71 V N��! for (R)-3BC, while that of achiral 

rac-3BC derivative increases significantly to 23.1 V N��!. 

Therefore, Et value of chiral (R)-3BC is approximately 20 times 

lower than that of achiral rac-3BC (Figs. 13d, e). In contrast, the 

Pr value of (R)-3BC is approximately two times larger than that 

of rac-3BC.

    The reason for the large difference in P-E hysteresis curve is 

discussed in the ferroelectric states of (R)-3BC and rac-3BC. 

The Et values of (R)-3BC and rac-3BC were determined at 1.71 

and 23.1 V N��!, respectively, and the f-responses of the P-E 

hysteresis curves of (R)-3BC and rac-3BC were clearly observed 

a)

b)

d) e)

CONHR

RHNOC CONHR

R = (S)-3BC

R =

C14-3BC

R = (R)-3BC

c)
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vibration mode (
NH) with increasing chain length n, and the 

hydrogen-bonding interaction became weaker (Fig. 17a). 

Furthermore, the 
NH of the amide group showed a phase 

transition from the low-T solid (S1) to the high-T phase (S2 and 

S3), which supported the partial melting of the alkyl chain 

accompanied by a discontinuous change in the intermolecular 

�������� hydrogen-bonding interactions (Fig. 17b). 

These results suggest that Cn-TPA exists in a static 

crystalline state in the low-T solid phase, and transforms to the 

high-T dynamic solid phase in the S2 or S3 states with increasing 

T. In the S2 and S3 states, the alkyl chains are partially melted to 

form flexible molecular assemblies that can undergo polarization 

inversion upon the application of an external electric field. A 

liquid crystalline state does not necessarily demonstrate 

ferroelectricity, and thermal fluctuations of alkyl chains similar 

to the liquid crystalline state can be realized even in the solid 

state by introducing long alkyl chains of appropriate length. In 

the liquid crystalline phase, a relaxation process of the 

polarization state is observed over time, whereas this relaxation 

process is considered slow in the solid phase. However, 

compared to common crystalline ferroelectrics, the 

ferroelectricity of the present Cn-TPAs is accompanied by 

partial thermal melting of the alkyl chains, similar to the liquid 

crystal state; thus, the polarization relaxation process is 

considered relatively fast. Recently, ferroelectricity in plastic 

crystalline phases has been reported. In such systems, dipole 

inversion dynamics are possible while maintaining the molecular 

center of gravity, increasing the material design of organic 

ferroelectrics.77–85 Soft molecular assemblies such as liquid 

crystals and plastic crystals are considered suitable systems for 

the control of physical properties using molecular dynamics.

8�Summary

This review describes the previous research from the author’s 

group, focusing on alkylamide chains from the viewpoint of 

chemical design of ferroelectricity. The stabilization of the Colh 

liquid crystal phase using alkylamide chains proposed by 

Matsunaga provides an important structural unit for the design 

of molecular assembly structures, especially for the formation of 

low-dimensional molecular assembly structures such as 

supramolecular polymers. Furthermore, the alkylamide chain 

evolves into a structural unit that plays an important role in the 

design of ferroelectric molecular assemblies as a dynamic 

structural unit that enables polarization inversion in the liquid 

crystal and solid phases. The appropriate strength of 

intermolecular hydrogen bonds can invert the direction of 

polarization by the application of an external electric field, and 

thermal fluctuations of long alkylamide chains are effective as 

flexible and dynamic structural units to realize a ferroelectric 

response. Alkylamide chains can be conventionally combined 

with various 2����
��� frameworks to design a variety of 

functional molecular assemblies. The introduction of chirality 

into alkylamide chains enables the control of ferroelectricity and 

molecular rotation dynamics, providing an important molecular 

design principle for next-generation ferroelectric memory and 

molecular machines. In contrast, various functional �-cores such 

as pyrene and porphyrin can be designed as the 2����
��� 

backbone, enabling the addition of various functions such as 

luminescence and high thermal stability to ferroelectricity. For 

instance, ferroelectrics with conductive 2����
��� cores can be 

fabricated, enabling the fabrication of novel multifunctional 

materials with coexisting conductivity and ferroelectricity, 

which are typically mutually contradictory properties. This 

approach to the fabrication of multifunctional molecular 

materials is a useful chemical technique based on the exploration 

of physical properties with a focus on dynamic molecular 

assemblies and will become important in the future to realize 

next-generation molecular machines. The control of the 

dynamics in molecular assemblies is a guiding principle that can 

be applied to realize a wide variety of functional materials. The 

development of molecular systems for the study of dynamic 

molecular systems has become a feature material target.
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